PART III

Other Notifications, Orders, etc.

PRIME MINISTER’S OFFICE

NOTIFICATION

Islamabad, the 28th June, 2019

Dy. No. 954/DS(EA-II)/2019.—In view of the urgency to expedite implementation of the Prime Minister’s Reform Agenda, the Prime Minister is pleased to establish Prime Minister’s Strategic Reforms and Implementation Unit “SRIU” with immediate effect to operate under the leadership of Prime Minister; consisting of members who shall be appointed, based on expertise in relevant field/sector, by the Prime Minister on honorary basis.

2. Terms of Reference of the Unit shall include:

i. Facilitating Ministries/Organizations/Provincial Governments to develop detailed strategies/ plans with input from government and private stakeholders in priority areas as identified by the Prime Minister.
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ii. Creating alignment and facilitate in coordination across all levels of government.

iii. Where deemed necessary, providing technical expertise to achieve desired outcomes.

iv. Developing Work Plans with time lines and key deliverables; well aligned with the overarching Five-Year Development Plan, within the shortest possible time from the date of issuance of this notification.

3. The Unit will be housed in the Prime Minister’s Office.

4. The Prime Minister will nominate one of the experts of the relevant field/sector to head the unit/team dealing with that particular field/sector.

5. The Prime Minister’s Office shall designate a Focal Person and a team to assist the Focal Person to liaise with Federal and/or Provincial Governments on behalf of SRIU to ensure implementation and follow up on policy recommendations / advisories / plans after due clearance from Prime Minister’s Office.

6. Concerned Ministries / Provincial Governments shall immediately designate relevant officers to attend meetings of SRIU as and when intimated on case to case basis.

MUHAMMAD ALI SHAHZADA,
Additional Secretary-I.